
THE AIR FORCE SCHOOL  

Dear Students  

With summer vacation round the corner, let’s prepare ourselves not just for relaxation  but also to utilize the 

given time in creative and constructive ways. It is that time of the year again when we can do things which we 

are unable to do during the regular routine days. 

 Read some good books to enhance your language and communication skills.  
 “A healthy mind lives in a healthy body”.  Indulge in some outdoor and indoor sport and to channelize 

energies constructively. 
 Watch different informative channels like ‘The National Geographic’, ‘Animal Planet’ etc.  
 Do all the daily chores yourself and appoint a specific time to do homework every day. 
 Explore the culture and heritage of your city by visiting heritage sites like monumnents and peep into 

the rich history. 
 The Home work should be done as per the instructions given below: 
 There are two assignments given as the Holiday Home Work (Assignment-1 and Assignment-2) 
 Assignment 1 will be evaluated as the 1st

 Assignment-2 is for practice and to be done seperately in the practice notebook. 
 home work of July. 

 For English, the students are also required to make a model or a chart as revisional assignment. 
 These assignments are for practice/ revision for PT-1 which will be examined by the teacher before 

PT-1. 
 

 
Have a fun- filled vacation!!! 



 

Holiday Home Work  

Class - X                     

 Subject – English 

Date of submission : 01st Week of July 

ASSIGNMENT – 1  

 

Read the passage below and attempt the questions that follow: 

1.  Bubble wrap is a flexible transparent plastic material used for packing fragile 

items. It was invented by two engineers Al Fielding and Swiss inventor Marc 

Chavannes in Hawthorne, N.J. in 1957. However both of them were not trying to 

make a product to be used as packaging material. In fact they were trying to 

create textured wallpaper. They started out by sealing two shower curtains 

together in such a way that it would capture air bubbles which would make the 

textured appearance for their wallpaper. But this wallpaper idea didn‟t sell too 

well. 

2.  Not to be deterred, they then set about finding another use for their product. The 

alternate use they came up with was to use it as greenhouse insulation. While 

bubble wrap by itself does create somewhat of an insulating effect, this idea 

didn‟t become popular either. 

3.  It was three years after the initial creation of Bubble Wrap that Frederick W. 

Bowers, a marketer at Sealed Air, which makes Bubble Wrap, finally came up 

with the perfect use for their product. On October the 5, 1959, IBM announced 

their new 1401 variable word length computer. Bowers got the idea that Bubble 

Wrap could be used as a good packaging material to protect the computer while 

it was being shipped. He then pitched the idea to IBM and demonstrated Bubble 

Wrap‟s protective abilities. His demonstration went over well and IBM began 

purchasing Bubble Wrap to protect their 1401 and other fragile products they 

sold and shipped. 

4.  One of the downsides to Bubble Wrap has always been the space it takes up 

during shipping and storage, for customers who are just buying the Bubble Wrap. 

In order to get around this problem, one of the dreams of the original inventors 

was that they‟d someday be able to create a Bubble Wrap that customers could 

self-inflate, as needed. 

 



5.  While originally being used primarily for packaging for electronics equipment, 

today the vast majority of Bubble Wrap made is used for food packaging. 

Because bubble wrap makes a satisfying popping sound when compressed and 

ruptured, it is often used as a source of amusement. 

1.1 Fill in the blanks: 

(a)  Bubble wrap was, at first, thought by the two engineers to be useful to___. 

(b)  The engineers were trying to create textured wallpaper by ____________. 

(c)  The alternate use of their product was___________________________. 

(d)   IBM purchased Bubble Wrap to __________________. 

(e)  The flipside of bubble wrap is ___________________________________. 

(f) The solution thought of was ____________________________________. 

(g) The word which means the same as „surfaced‟ is _______ (para 1). 

(h)  The word which means the same as „exhibition‟ is _______ (para 3). 

(i)  The word which means the same as „cracking‟ is _________ (para 5). 

(j) The word which means the same as „crushed‟ is __________ (para 5) 

 

ASSIGNMENT – 2  

 

1. Drinking water is becoming a rare commodity. Industrial development is filling our 

rivers, seas and oceans with toxic pollutants which are a major threat to human 

health. You as a student is deeply saddened to see water pollution as an 

appalling problem, which is powerful enough to lead the world on a path of 

destruction. Write a letter to the people of Delhi, to make them aware about the 

causes of water pollution and also suggest measures to prevent water pollution. 

(About 100 -120 words) 

You may use the clues given below: 

• industrial waste 

• sewage and waste water 

• mining activities 

• accidental oil leakage 

• prevent river water to get polluted 

• treatment of wastes before discharge 

• public Awareness 

 

2. Nowhere in the world is found such beauty, different and diversified climate, flora, 

fauna, religions, languages, dialects, dressing patterns, life style and rituals, like 



India. The Indian tourism and hospitality industry has emerged as one of the key 

drivers of growth among the services sector in India. Write a letter to the Ministry 

of Tourism in about 100-120 words, offering suggestions for promoting the 

tourism industry. 

You may use the clues given below: 

• indirectly generates more employment and helps to raise our economy as 

foreign money will flow in 

• development of infrastructure to meet the present and future needs of 

tourists 

• starting overseas offices at different countries to promote India as a 

tourism destination 

• try to provide best of the services in Air India and in Indian Rail 

• start different packages for various destinations to attract more tourists 

3. You are the Physical Education Instructor at St. Jesus and Mary School Agra. 

You had placed an order for sports goods with Student Sports Enterprises. When 

the items arrived you found that some of them were defective. Write a letter to 

the Manager, Student Sports Enterprises, asking him to replace the defective 

items. 

4.  Lala, the grocer was very greedy. He would mix stones in pulses and colored 

sand in spices and sell them to the poor villagers. The villagers complained to 

him but he turned a deaf ear as his was the only grocery store in the village….. 

Complete the story using the given story line in not more than 200-250 words. 

5. Complete this paragraph using the correct forms of the verbs  

One quality that (a) _______students succeed in their studies is self-discipline. 

Self-discipline is particularly important in college. I (b) __________ a great deal 

about self-discipline by observing two of my friends. I (c) ___________ that my 

roommate Emmy (d) _________ her time every night before she goes to bed. 

She writes down what she has to do the next day and how much time she (e) 

__________ doing each activity. First, she schedules her time for attending 

classes and working. She also sets time aside for socializing, running, studying 

and eating. By (f) ______ a time table and sticking to it, Emmy is always able to 

accomplish a lot more than I can. Another friend, Nancy, has disciplined herself 

by not doing anything unless she (g) _________ all of her homework and 

reading. One night last month, I (h) ________ her to go out for dinner, but she (i) 

_______ as she (j) hadn‟t finished her physics problem set. I wish I could be as 

disciplined as these two friends of mine are. I know now that self-discipline is 



important if I want to be successful in college. Thus, next term, I will make an 

effort to discipline myself. 

6. Find out the error in the following passage and write the correct word along with 

the incorrect word against the correct answer number. 

I entered the manager‟s office and sat down. 

 I have just lost five hundred rupees and I felt very upset. (a)_____________ 

 “I leave the money in my desk,” I said    (b)____________ 

“And it is not there now.” The manager was very sympathetic. 

But he can do nothing. “Everyone loses money these days”,  (c) _____________ 

he said. He start to complain about this wicked world,  (d) _____________ 

but is interrupted by a knock at the door.    (e)_____________ 

 A girl came in and puts an envelope on his desk.  (f)______________ 

It contains five hundred rupees. “I found this   (g) _____________ 

outside this gentleman‟s room,” she said. 

“Well!” I say to the manager, “There is still some  (h) _____________ 

honesty in this world!” 

7. Read the information below for preparing strawberry pudding. Fill in the blanks to 

describe the procedure. Use the passive voice of the verbs.                                                                                                        

• Mix strawberry jam with water in a pan and heat. 

• Mix cornflour with water and add the jam sauce to it. 

      • Put chopped strawberries and a scoop of vanilla ice cream in a  bowl 

      • Pour the jam sauce over it 

      • Serve with thin wafer biscuits. 

Strawberry jam (a) ____________ with water and heated in a pan. Then, corn 

flour (b) __________ with water and the jam sauce (c) _________ to it. Chopped 

strawberries and a scoop of vanilla (d) ________ in a bowl. The jam sauce (e) 

___________ over it. The dessert (f)  ________ with thin wafer biscuits. 

8. Rearrange the following words and phrases to make meaningful sentences. 

(a)  depicted/architecture of/has been/the Veena/about 500 A.D. /in temple 

(b)  no takers/sadly/instruments/but/of all/this mother/has/today 

(c)  to whom/there are/students/turn to/few/ can/exponents/the rare 

(d)  subject in /it is/a subsidiary/ not even/university curricula 

 

9. Read the following extracts and answer the questions that follow. 

(i) But to be a really big man, a clever and respected man, was something 

else.  



(a)  Who is the speaker? 

(b)  What does he mean by being a „big man‟, „clever and respected 

man‟? 

(c)  What light does this comment throw on the speaker? 

(d) Give the context of the above extract. 

(ii) Some say the world will end in fire 

  Some say in ice 

(a) These two lines form the prologue of the poem. What is the 

meaning of prologue?? 

(b) Why do the people say so? 

(c) What is the speaker‟s reaction to what the people say? 

(d) What is the meaning of „fire‟ and „ice‟? 

10. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words 

(a) How has the poet depicted nature in the poem „Dust of Snow‟? 

(b) Comment on Nelson Mandela‟s realization of the meaning of freedom as a 

boy, as a student and as an adult. 

(c) “The report,” he murmured. “The report that is being brought to you tonight 

concerning some new missiles. I thought I would take it from you. It will be 

safer in my hands than in yours.” Describe the speaker in the light of the 

above statement. 

(d)  Why did Ausable not fit any description of a secret agent Fowler had ever 

read? 

(d) Hari Singh is both a thief and a human being. Explain.  

(e) How did the storm effect the pilot and what was his reaction? 

11. Answer the following questions in 120- 150 words. 

(a) Often parents have to be firm and strict with their children. Give reasons 

justifying in the light of the story „His First Flight‟ 

(b) Simple moments prove to be significant and can save the rest of the day 

from being spoilt. Justify in the light of the poem „Dust of Snow‟ 

(c) Write down a paragraph bringing out the importance of conquering fear in 

the light of the story „His First Flight‟ (80- 100 words) 

(d) Only adverse circumstances bring out the true character in a man. Justify 

in the light of the story „Nelson Mandela Long Walk to Freedom‟ 



xzh’ekodk”k x`gdk;Z 

d{kk & X  (2019-20) 

(To be submitted in the first week of July’ 2019) 

x`gdk;Z iqfLrdk gsrq (For Home Work Copy)      dqy vad % 20 

1- fn, x, ladsr fcnqavksa ds vk/kkj ij 80&100 “kCnksa esa fuEufyf[kr fo’k; ij vuqPNsn fyf[k,&     5 

vkn”kZ fo|kFkhZ 

ladsr fcanq & y{k.k & mn~ns”; & mRrjnkf;Ro  

2- d{kk esa dqN Nk=ksa dk O;ogkj vkids izfr vPNk ugha gS] bldh tkudkjh nsrs gq, izkpk;Z dks ,d i= 

fyf[k,A                                                                                5  

3- nks Nk=ksa ds chp xzh’ekodk”k dh ;kstuk ds fo’k; esa laokn fyf[k,A         5 

5- fuEufyf[kr okD;ksa dks “kq) djds fyf[k,&             5       

   d½ yM+dk yksx ?kj pyk x;kA 

    [k½ lqHkk’k panz cksl dk ns”k _.kh gSA 

    x½ vki ogk¡ ls lh/ks ?kj pys vkvksA 

    ?k½ vijk/kh dks èR;qnaM dh ltk feyuh pkfg,A 

    ³½ eSa esjk dke dj yw¡xkA 

xzh’ekodk”k x`gdk;Z 

d{kk & X (2019-20) 

vH;kl iqfLrdk gsrq(For Practice Copy)                 

(To be submitted in the first week of July’ 2019) 

fuEufyf[kr iz”uksa ds mRrj de ls de 100 “kCnksa esa fyf[k, % 

1- rrk¡jk okehjks dFkk ds vk/kkj ij izfrikfnr dhft, fd :f<+;k¡ ca/ku cuus yxsa rks mUgsa VwV tkuk 

pkfg,A 

2- cM+s HkkbZ lkgc dgkuh ds vk/kkj ij yxHkx 100 “kCnksa esa fyf[k, fd ys[kd us lewph f”k{kk iz.kkyh 

ds fdu igyqvksa ij O;aX; fd;k gS\ vkids fopkjksa ls bldk D;k lek/kku gks ldrk gS\ rdZiw.kZ mRrj 

fyf[k,A 
3- ioZr izns”k esa ikol dfork ds vk/kkj ij ioZr ds :Ik Lo:Ik dk fp=.k dhft,A 
4- gfjgj dkdk dgkuh ds vk/kkj ij crkb, fd ,d egar ls lekt dh D;k vis{kk gksrh gS\ mDr 

dgkuh esa egark sa dh Hkwfedk ij vius “kCnksa esa fVIi.kh dhft,A 
5- lalkj esa lq[kh O;fDr dkSu gS vkSj nq[kh dkSu\ lksuk vkSj tkxuk fdlds izrhd gSa\ dchj ds vuqlkj 

Li’V djsaA 

6- ehjk ckbZ us vius vkjk/; ls viuh ihM+k gjus dh fourh fdl izdkj dh gS\ 

7- Mk;jh dk iUuk Hkkoh ih<h dks fdl izdkj izsfjr djrk gS\ 

8- fojklr es feyh phtksa dh cM+h l¡Hkky D;ksa gksrh gS\ rksi dfork ds vk/kkj ij Li’V djsaA 



Class X 

fganh 

Work Sheet For PT1 

1- fdu ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa “kCn in cu tkrs gSa\ mnkgj.k nsdj Li’V djsaA 

2- fuEufyf[kr okD;ksa dks “kq) djds fyf[k,% 

 d½ eq>s ,d nw/k dk xje fxykl nhft,A 

 [k½ lkjs ns”k ds ukxfjd drZO;fu’B gSaA 

 x½ jksxh eksgu dks dkVdj lsc f[kykvksA 

 ?k½ bl edku ds fxjus dh vk”kk gSA 

 ³½ eqgYys esa vusdksa ?kj gSaA 

 p½ d`Ik;k djds vki pys tkb,A 

 N½ ge lqanj fp= cuk, FksA 

 t½ eSaus esjk xzgdk;Z dj fy;k gSA 

 >½ gesa vkidk gLrk{kj pkfg,A 

 ´½ eSa] rqe vkSj jes”k ikdZ esa pysaxsA 

3- fjDr LFkkuksa dh iwfrZ mfpr eqgkojs }kjk dhft,%  

 d½ tcrd euq’; ij ftEesnkjh ugha vkrh rc rd mls ----------------- irk ugha pyrkA 

 [k½ f”kokth nq”euksa dks lcd fl[kkus ds fy, rqjar --------------------- ryokj [khap ysrs FksA 

 x½ xf.kr dk x`gdk;Z djuk vuqie dks ----------------------- izrhr gksrk gSA 

 ?k½ vius ns”k dh cqjkbZ lqurs gh eSa viuk ---------------------- A 

 ³½ fdlh Hkh dke esa ------------------------ ls igys lksp fopkj dj ysuk pkfg,A 

4- fuEufyf[kr eqgkojksa ls bl rjg okD; cukb, fd mudk vFkZ Li;V gks tk,% 

d½ tehu ij ik¡o u j[kuk 

 [k½ vkM+s gkFkksa ysuk 

 x½ vkx ccwyk gksuk 

 ?k½ cs&flj iSj dh ckrsa 

 ³½ th tku ls tqVuk 

 

5- fuEufyf[kr iz”uksa ds mRrj ikB~; iqLrd Li”kZ@lap;u ds vk/kkj ij yxHkx 100 “kCnksa esa fyf[k,% 

  d½ lekt esa fj”rksa dh D;k vgfe;r gS\ gfjgj dkdk ikB ds vk/kkj ij mRrj nhft,A 

  [k½ cM+s HkkbZ lkgc dk pfj= fp=.k dhft,A 

  x½ Mk;jh dk iUuk ikB ds ek/;e ls ys[kd us D;k lans”k nsuk pkgk gS\ 

  ?k½ dchj us fgj.k dk mnkgj.k fdl lanHkZ esa fd;k gS\ Li’V djsaA 

  ³½ lkalkfjd lq[kksa  dks NksM+dj ehjkckbZ vius vkjk/; dh pkdjh thou D;ksa fdl izdkj fcrkuk pkgrh     

     gSa\ dkj.k lfgr mRrj nhft,A   



6- vius {ks= esa dkuwu vkSj O;oLFkk dh fcxM+rh gqbZ fLFkfr ij nSfud i= ds laiknd dks ,d i=    

  fyf[k,A 

7- fuEufyf[kr  fo’k; ij de ls de 100 “kCnksa esa ,d vuqPNsn fyf[k,% 

jk’Vª gekjk gedks I;kjk 

ladsr fcanq & HkkSxksfyd lqanjrk & iqjkru laLd`fr &  “kkafrnwr & fodkl ds iFk ij 

8- fuEufyf[kr x|ka”k dks i<+dj iwNs x, iz”uksa ds mRrj nhft, & 

 Tkhou esa xq: dh fdruh vko”;drk gS] bls dchj us cgqr gh lqanj “kCnksa esa dgk gS & 

  ;g ru fo’k dh csyjh] xq: ver̀ dh [kku A 

  lhl fn, tks xq: feys] rks Hkh lLrk tku AA 

  dgus dk Hkko ;gk¡ ;g gS fd viuk o viuh lkjh dh lkjh Hkkoukvksa dk cfynku nsdj Hkh vxj xq:     

  feys] rks lLrk gh le>uk pkfg, D;ksafd cgqr eqf”dy gS ln~xq: dk feyukAin~e iqjk.k ds vuqlkj   

  ,d ckj f”ko us ikoZrh th ls dgk] dfy;qx esa f”k’; dk /ku gj.k djus okys rks cgqr feysaxs] fdarq  

  ,slk xq: feyuk nqyZHk gh gksxk tks muds lHkh d’Vksa dk gj.k dj ysA 

 vc iz”u ;g mBrk gS fd vkt tc thou bruk la?k’kZiw.kZ gks x;k gS fd fdlh ds ikl le;  

  ugha gS] rks dksbZ vius fy, ln~xq: dh ryk”k dc vkSj dSls djs\ ij Hkxoku brus n;kyq gSa fd mUgksaus   

  gekjs fy, bldh Hkh O;oLFkk dh gSANksVs ls ckyd /kzqo nq[kh gksdj vdsys gh ou dh vksj pys x,A  

  ysfdu igys rks dHkh ns[kk ugha Fkk ou] ml futZu vifjfpr {ks= esa b/kj m/kj HkVdus yxs vkSj Hkxoku  

  dks iqdkjus yxsA dgk¡ in~e&iyk”k ykspu gfj\ dgk¡ in~e&iyk”k ykspu gfj\  

 os ou ds fgald izkf.k;ksa dks iqpdkjrs gq, iwNrs fd D;k rqe esjs gfj gks\ D;k phrk] D;k Hkkyw]  

  dksbZ mudks dqN ugha dgrk Fkk D;ksafd mu oU; izkf.k;ksa ds Hkhrj cSBs Hkxoku mUgsa fujarj izsfjr dj  

  jgs FksA vkf[kj /kzqo dh O;kdqyrk ns[k Hkxoku ilht gh mBs vkSj mUgksaus vius HkDr ukjn th dks ml  

  txg HkstkA 

 Hkxoku rks vius gj HkDr dh iqdkj lqurs gSaA,slk dksbZ dkj.k ugha fd futZu jkg esa HkVdus ij  

  mUgsa fu’Bk ls iqdkjsa vkSj os gekjs ikl dksbZ iFkizn”kZd] dksbZ xq: ugha HkstsaA cl t:jr gS mUgsa lPps  

  fny ls iqdkjus dhA 

d½ xq: dh vko”;drk dchj ds ftu “kCnksa ls izdV gksrh gS] mUgs vius “kCnksa esa fyf[k,A 

[k½ orZeku ;qx ds ckjs esa vuqPNsn esa D;k dgk x;k gS\ 

x½ ou ds fgald tarq ckyd /kzqo dks uqdlku D;ksa ugha igq¡pk jgs Fks\ 

?k½ fdu ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa Hkxoku gekjs ikl xq: dks Hkstrs gSa\ 

³½ mi;ZqDr x|ka”k ds fy, ,d mi;qDr “kh’kZd nhft,A 



SUBJECT – MATHEMATICS 

ASSIGNMENT – 1  

 

Do the following questions in the home work copy: 

1  If 𝑥
𝑎
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐴 +

𝑦

𝑏
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐴 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝑥

𝑎
𝑠𝑖𝑛 −

𝑦

𝑏
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐴 = 1, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 

𝑥

𝑎2

2
+ 

𝑦

𝑏2

2
= 2 

2  Show that one and only one out of n ,n+2,n+4 is divisible by 3,wheren is any 

positive integer. 

3  A person ,rowing at the rate of 5km/hr in still water ,takes thrice as much time 

in going 40 km upstream as in going 40 km downstream. Find the speed of 

the stream. 

4  Prove the Basic Proportionality theorem. 

5  If 𝛼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 are the zeros of the quadratic polynomial3x2 -7x -6, find a 

polynomial whose zeros are 2𝛼 + 3𝛽 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3𝛼 + 2𝛽  

 



SUBJECT - MATHEMATICS 
ASSIGNMENT - 2 

Chapter: Real Numbers. 
 

NOTE-This task is to be done in the Practice notebook. 

 
Q1.  Find the HCF of the following by using Euclid’s Division algorithm: 

A) 3638 and 3587    [ANS: 17.] 

B)  1032 and 408.    [ANS: 24.] 

C) 92690,7378,7161    [ANS:62.] 

D) 495,657     [ANS:45.] 

 

2.  Show that the square of any positive integer is of the type 3m or 3m+1 for some 

positive integer m, using Euclid’s Division Lemma.  

3. Show that any positive odd integer is of the form 4q+1 or 4q+3 where q is some 

integer. 

5.   Show that any positive odd integer is of the form 6q+1 or 6q+3 or 6q+5, where q is 

some integer. 

6.  Show that any positive odd integer is of the form 8q+1, 8q+3, 8q+5 or 8q+7 where q 

is some integer.  

7.  Show that every positive even integer is of the form 2q and that every positive odd 

integer is of the form 2q+1, where q is some integer.  

8.  Show that one and only one out of n,n+2,n+4 is divisible by 3, where n is any positive 

integer.  

9.  Find the greatest integer which will divided 410,751 and 1030 so as to leave the 

remainder 7 in each case.  [ANS:31] 

10.   Two pieces of metal, each weighing 3318 and 3054 gm respectively are to be made 

into cuboids of the same size. What is the maximum possible weight of each cuboid? 

11.   Find the HCF of the following numbers by Prime Factorization method: 

a)  225 and 450. 

b)  106, 159, 265. 

c) 306, 657 

12.  Find the LCM of the following numbers by finding the prime factors: 

a)  45, 105, 165. 

b)  24, 36, 60.  

13.  If HCF (12, 15) =3, find LCM (12, 15). 

14.  Find the LCM and HCF of the following pair of integers and verify that LCM X HCF 

=Product of the two numbers. 

a)  336, 54. 



b)  510, 92.  

15.  3 cars start together to move around the circular path, 1760mtrs in circumference at 

the rate of 440metre/min, 352metre/min and 264metre/min. When will they again 

be together at the starting point?  

16. Two tanker contain 850 litres and 680 litres of petrol respectively. Find the maximum 

capacity of a container, which can measure the petrol of either tanker in exact 

number of times. 

17.  Check whether 4n can end with the digit zero for any natural number n.  

18.  Check whether 15n can end with the digit zero for any natural number n. 

19.  Can two numbers have 14 as their HCF and 204 as their LCM? Give reason.  

 20.  Explain why 13X17X19X23 + 19 is a composite number?  

21.  Prove that √7 is an irrational number. 

22.  Prove that 6+√2 is an irrational number. 

23.  Prove that  5
3

 is an irrational number. 

24. If two positive a and b are written as a=x3y2 and b=xy3 where x and y are prime 

numbers. Then HCF(a, b) =____. 

25.  The product of the HCF and the LCM of the smallest prime number and the smallest 

composite number is ____. 

26. Prove that one of every three consecutive positive integers is divisible by 3. 

27. Prove that the product of three consecutive positive integers is divisible by 6. 



Assignment - 2 

Pair of linear equations in two variables 

 

NOTE-This task is to be done in the Practice notebook. 

 

1Solve the following pair of equations: 

i) x+y =3.3 

0.6

3𝑥−2𝑦  
= −1, 3𝑥 − 2𝑦 ≠ 0  

ii) 4x +
6

𝑦
= 15   ;   6x- 

8 

𝑦
= 14,𝑦 ≠ 0 

iii) 43x+67y=-24  ;   67x+43y =24 

iv) 2𝑦𝑥

𝑥+𝑦
=

3

2
         ;

𝑥𝑦

2𝑥−𝑦
=

−3

10
 

2  For what values of a and b the following pair of equations will have 

infinitely many solutions: 

X+2y=1  ;  (a-b)x +(a+b)y = a+b-2 

3   For what values of k the following pair of equations will have no solutions: 

(3k+1)x + 3y =2 

(k2+1)x +(k-2)y -5 =0 

4 Are the following pair of equations consistent?Justify your answer. 

X+3y =11 

2(2x+3y) =22 

5  Solve the following pair of equations by the method of cross 

multiplication: 

i) 2x+3y=35  ;  3x+4y-65 =0 

ii) 2x+3y=9  ;  x-y=2 



iii) 6(ax+by) =3a + 2b  ;  6(bx +  ay) = 3b -2a                                                                               

iv) 
𝑥

𝑎
−

𝑦

𝑏
=  𝑎 − 𝑏  ;  ax +by = a3 +b3 

6  Solve the following pair of equations by the method of elimination: 

i) 4x+5y =7  ;  3x+4y =5 

ii) 7(y+3)-2(x+2) =14  ;  4(y-2) +3(x-3) = 2 

iii)
𝑥

3
+

𝑦

4
= 11  ;  

5𝑥

6
−

𝑦

3
= −7 

7  Solve the following equations by the method of substitution:                                       

i)  x+y=2;  y-2  =2x 

ii)  3- (x-5) = y+2;   2(x+y) =4-3y 

8 The sum of 2 digit number and the number obtained by reversing the 

digits is 99. If the digits of the number differ by 3 , find the numbers. 

9  Points A and B are 110km away from each other on the highway. A car 

starts from A and another from B at the same time .If they go in the 

same direction they meet after 11 hours and if they go in opposite 

direction they meet in 1hour and 6 minutes. 

10 The taxi charges in the city comprises of a fixed charge together with the 

charge for the distance covered.For a journey of 12 km, the charge paid 

is Rs 89 and for the journey of 20 km, the charge paid is Rs 145.What will 

a person have to pay for travelling a distance of 30 km? 

11  A boat covers 32km upstream and 36km downstream in 7 hours. Also it 

covers 40 km upstream and 48 km downstream in 9 hours.Find the 

speed of the boat in still water and that of the stream. 

12 The age of father is 3 years more than 3 times the age of the son.Three 

year hence the age of the father will be ten years more than twice the 

age of the son. Find their present ages. 

13  Students of class are made to stand in rows.If one student is extra in 

each row, there will be two rows less.If one student is less in each 

row,there would be 3 rows more.Find the number of students in the 

class. 

14  Solve graphically: 



3x+y-12=0and x-3y+6-0. 

Also shade the region bounded by these lines and x axis.Find ratio of 

areas of triangles formed by the given lines with x axis and y axis. 

15  Find graphically the coordinates of the vertices of a triangle formed by 

lines represented by equations:    y-x;  y=4x ;  x-3y=-6 

16 Anil travels 600 km partly by train and partly by car to reach his home. 

He takes 8 hours if he travels 120 km by train and the rest by car. He 

takes 20 minutes longer if he travels 200 km by train and the rest by car. 

Find the speed of the train and the car. 

17   Aman sold a table and chair together for Rs 850 at a loss of 10% on the 

table and a gain of 10% on the chair. By selling them together for Rs 950, 

he would have made a gain of 10% on the table and loss of 10% on the 

chair. Find the cost price of each table and chair. 

18 In a triangle the sum of two angles is equal to the third .If the difference 

between them is 50, find the angles. 

19  A two digit number is obtained by either multiplying the sum of the 

digits by 8 and adding 1 or by multiplying the difference of the digits by 

13 and adding 2. Find the number. 

20 Solve (a-b)x + (a+b)y =2a2-2b2 

(a+b) (x+y)=4ab. 

21 (a-b)x +(a+b)y=a2-2ab-b2 

(a+b)(x+y)=a2+b2 

 



Assignment – 2 

POLYNOMIALS 

 

NOTE-This task is to be done in the Practice notebook. 

 

1. Find the zeroes of the polynomial 2x2 +2x-12 and verify the relationship 

between the zeroes and the coefficients.  

2. Find the zeroes of the polynomial 4x3+10x2+6x and verify the 

relationship between the zeroes and the coefficients.  

3. If 2 is the zero of the polynomial x3-3x2+4x+2k, then find the value of k.  

4. Verify that 2,-2 and -3/2 are the zeros of the cubic polynomial 2x3+3x2-

8x-12, and then verify the relationship between the zeros and the 

coefficients. 

5. If  ,  are the zeros of the polynomial x2-7x+10 then find the value of : 

a) .
11


  

b) 1

∝2
+ 

1

𝛽2
 

c) ∝2+ 𝛽2 

d) ∝3+ 𝛽3 

6. If ∝,𝛽 are the zeros of the polynomial x2-5x+6 then find the value of : 

.2
11




  

 

7. If the zeros of the polynomial 6x3+3x2-5x+1are (a-b),a,(a+b), then find 

the value of a and b. 

8. Find a quadratic polynomial whose zeros are -5 and 17 



9. Find a quadratic polynomial whose sum and product of zeros is -5and 17 

respectively. 

10. Find a cubic polynomial whose zeros are -3,-1and 2. 

11. Find a cubic polynomial with the sum, sum of the product of its zeros 

taken two at a time and the product of zeros as 1,-4,-8 respectively. 

12. If the zeros of the polynomial x2 +px+q are double of the zeros of 2x2 -5x-

3, respectively. Find the values of p and q. 

13. Divide x4+1 by x-1. 

14. Divide the polynomial p(x) by g(x) and find the quotient and the 

remainder. 

P(X)= x3-3x2+5x-3 ;  g(x)=x2-2 

15. Find all the zeros of the polynomial x4-6x3-26x2-138x-35 if two of its 

zeros are 2+√3,2-√3 

16. Divide -6x2+x3+11x-6 by -8x +27+x2 and verify the division algorithm. 

17. When x3+2x2+4x+b is divided by x+1, the quotient is x2 +ax+3 and the 

remainder is -3+2b.What are the values of a and b respectively? 

 

 

 



TRIGONOMETRY 

ASSIGNMENT – 2  

1  Evaluate  1

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃
−

1

𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝜃
 

2  If sinθ=1/3,then find the value of (2cot2 θ+ 2) 

3  If 3x = cosec θ and 3/x =cotθ,find the value of 3 𝑥2 −  
1

𝑥2  

4  If sinθ=cosθ,find the value of tanθ + cotθ 

5  Find the value of tan60° geometrically. 

6  If √3sinθ-cosθ=0,0°<θ<90°,find the value of θ. 

7 Find the value of θ,if tan3θ=sin45°.cos45 +sin30°. 

8 Evaluate : 𝟐𝑺𝒊𝒏𝟔𝟖°

𝑪𝒐𝒔𝟐𝟐°
 - 

𝟐𝑪𝒐𝒕𝟏𝟓°

𝟓𝑻𝒂𝒏𝟕𝟓°
- 
𝟑𝒕𝒂𝒏𝟒𝟓°𝐭𝐚𝐧𝟐𝟎°𝐭𝐚𝐧𝟒𝟎°𝐭𝐚𝐧𝟓𝟎°𝐭𝐚𝐧𝟕𝟎°

𝟓
 

9  If x=3sec2θ-1, y=tan2θ-2, then find the value of x-3y. 

10  Express cosecθ in terms of tanθ. 
 



ASSIGNMENT – 2 

Triangles 

1  If AB║CD, OA=3x-19,OB=x-4,OC=x-3 and OD = 4 in the following figure,find the 
value of x 

 

2  In the figure ∠D = ∠E and 𝐴𝐷
𝐷𝐵

=  
𝐴𝐸

𝐸𝐶
  .Prove that BAC is an isosceles triangle    

 

3  L and M are respectively the points on the sides DE and DF of a ∆DEF such that 
DL = 4, LM=4/3, DM= 6 and DF =8.Is LM ║EF ?Give reasons. 

4  A and B are respectively the points on the sides PQ and PR of a  ∆PQR such that 
PQ = 12.5, PA=5, BR= 6 and PB =4. Is AB║QR? Give reasons. 

5  In the figure , DE║BC. If AD=x, DB= x-2,AE= x+2 and EC= x-1,find the value of x. 

 

6  Give two examples each of similar and non similar figures. 

 

7  If LM ║CB and LN║CD prove that AM/AB=AN/AD 

 



SUBJECT – PHYSICS  

ASSIGNMENT-1 

LIGHT-REFLECTION AND REFRACTION 

1. Name the mirror from which the image obtained is always virtual and 

small. 

2. The radius of curvature of a concave mirror is 45cm. Find its focal length. 

3. If the size of image obtained by spherical mirror is twice the size of an 

object, identify the kind of mirror. 

4. For which position of an object, a concave mirror gives same size inverted 

image? 

5. Name the mirror which has a wider field of view. 

6. What is the focal length of a plane mirror? 

7. What are the values of the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection 

for an incident ray of light normal to the surface? 

8. Name the type of mirror used:- 

(i) as a reflector in search light (iii) by the dentist 

(ii) as side view mirror in vehicles. (iv) as a shaving mirror 

Give reason for each of the above 

9. Wherever you may stand in front of mirror, your image is always erect & same 

sized, what type of mirror is it? 

10. A ray of light strikes the mirror at an angle of 600.. What is the angle of 

reflection? 

11. Which mirror is used in headlights of cars. At what position is bulb placed in it 

and why? Explain. 

i)What is refractive index  of a medium . Give it’s S.I. Unit.  

ii)Find refractive index of water with respect to glass. 

12. Which lens would you prefer to use while reading small letters found in a 

dictionary. Why? 

13. Define power of lens. A doctor has prescribed a corrective lens of power -

2D. Is the prescribed lens diverging or converging? 

14. Define lateral displacement &State factors on which it depends. 

15. Ankit claims to have obtained an image thrice the size of object with a 

concave lens. Is he correct? Give reason for your answer.  

 



 

ASSIGNMENT-2a 

1.  Give the function of following parts of human eye- 

       i) Iris   ii)retina iii) ciliary muscles iv)eye lens 

2.   What do you mean by   power of  accommodation of human eye? 

3   What is presbyopia?ii)Give the cause of presbyopia? How can it be 

corrected? 

4.  Name two type of light sensitive cells that are present on the human retina 

and give the function of each? 

5..  Define near point and far point of a normal human eye.? Write their value for a 

normal human eye. 

6   What is persistence of vision? 

7.   What is cataract and how can it be corrected? 

   Define angle of deviation. On what factors does it depend? 

8.   A person suffering from an eye defect uses lenses of power -1D to correct the 

defect. Name the defect is suffering from and the nature of lens to be used to 

correct it. 

9.   A person is able to see objects clearly only when these are lying at distances 

between 60 cm and 300 cm from his eye. Identify the kind of defect of vision 

he is suffering from. Give reason for your answer. 

10  What is meant by dispersion of light? State the cause of dispersion.. 

11.  Which colour of light bends least and which one the most while passing out 

from the prism?  State the reason for the same. 

12.  How does the focal length of the eye lens change when we shift looking from 

a nearby object to a distant object? 

13.  Sometimes when we enter into a dark room from bright sunlight we are 

unable to see object. Why? Explain. 

14  What is the value of power of accommodation of a normal eye? 

15  What is meant by linear magnification produced by a spherical mirror? Write 

the formula in terms of the image distance and the object distance. 

16  What is the range of vision for a normal human eye? 

17 What is the nature of mirror having focal length +30cm. 

 

ASSIGNMENT-2b 



 

1)  A child while playing with his father’s spectacles, burnt a hole in a piece of 

paper by focusing a small image of the sun on it. 

  (i)  What defect of vision his father is suffering from?  

  (ii)  Write two causes for this defect           

  (iii)  Draw a ray diagram to show image formation by the defective eye?  

  (iv)  Draw a ray diagram showing corrected eye using proper lens.  

2) How can we combine the components of white light after a prism has 

separated them? Explain with diagram. 

3)  The near point of a hypermetropic person is 50cm.What is the power of the 

lens required to enable the person to read clearly a book kept at a distance of 

25cm from the eye? 

4)  Name the type of mirror   used in the head lights of buses and cars . .At what 

position is the bulb placed in them ? Why? 

5)  Draw a labelled diagram to show the formation of image by a convex lens of 

focal length 10cm when an object is placed:– 

   (i) at 20cm (ii) 10cm (iii) 5cm   in front of it 

   State the nature of image formed in each case 

 6)  Draw a labelled diagram for path of ray of light through 

   i) Rectangular Glass slab ii) triangular glass prism 

7) Draw a diagram to show the path of the reflected ray of light when it is 

incident at the centre of curvature of the spherical mirror? 

An object is placed at a distance of 20 cm from a concave mirror of focal 

length 10cm. Find the position and nature of the image. Draw a diagram 

for the above. 

8) Explain the formation of rainbow in the sky with the help of a diagram. List the 

three phenomena involved in proper sequence. 

9)  A person needs a lens of power -6D for correcting his distant vision. For 

correcting his near vision, he needs a lens of power +2D.Find the focal length 

of the lens and its nature required for both cases 

10).  A 14 year old student is not able to see clearly the questions written on the 

black board placed at a distance of 5 m from him. 

   i) Name the defect of vision he is suffering from. 

   ii) Give the causes for this defect 



   iii)  Name the type of lens used to correct this defect. 

iv) With the help of a labelled ray diagram show how this defect can be 

corrected. 

11) Draw a diagram, to show the dispersion of white light by a glass prism. 

12)  The refractive index of diamond is 2.42. Calculate the speed of light in 

diamond. 

13)  A concave lens of focal length 25cm and a convex lens of focal length 20cm 

are placed in contact with each other. What is the power of the combination? 

Also, calculate the focal length of the combination 

14)  A 2 cm high object is placed at a distance of 32 cm from a concave mirror. 

The image is real inverted and 3 cm in size. Find the focal length of the mirror 

and the position where the image is formed 

 

. 

 



SUBJECT – CHEMISTRY 

ASSIGNMENT – 1  

1. How will you test for a gas which is liberated when HCl reacts with an active 

metal?      

2. When fresh milk is changed into curd will its pH value increase or decrease? 

Why? 

3. Name the gas evolved when dilute HCL reacts with Sodium hydrogen carbonate. 

How is it recognized?      

4. Identify the type of reaction in the following: 

              Fe + CuSO4(aq) = FeSO4(aq) + Cu(s) 

              2H2 + O2 = 2H2O 

5. Two solutions of A and B have pH values of 5 and 8. Which solution will be basic 

in nature?      

6. Why does tooth decay start when pH of mouth is lower than 5.5?    

7. A solution has pH value 5.4 does it contain any 𝑂𝐻− ions? Explain.  

 

ASSIGNMENT – 1 

 

1. What is a redox reaction? 

2. What is corrosion? Explain its advantage and disadvantage. 

3. What is rancidity? How can we reduce the problem of rancidity? 

4. How is corrosion different from rusting? 

5. What is meant by endothermic and exothermic reactions? Give suitable example 

for each. 

6. Define different types of chemical reaction and give examples for each. 

7. Why is photosynthesis considered as an endothermic reaction? 

8. In electrolysis of water, why is the volume of gas collected over one electrode 

double that of the other electrode? 

9. What happens when water is added to solid calcium oxide taken in a container? 

Write a chemical formula for the same. 

10. Give one use of quick lime. 

11. Give three types of decomposition reaction. 



12. Name the compound used for testing CO2 gas. 

 

ASSIGNMENT – 2  

 

1. Explain the process of corrosion and rusting. (2 marks) 

2. How is exothermic reaction different from an endothermic reaction? (3 marks) 

3. Explain four different types of chemical reaction with suitable examples. (8 

marks) 

4. Why are oil and fat containing food items flushed with nitrogen? (3 marks) 

5. What is the difference between displacement and double displacement reaction? 

Give suitable chemical equations for the same. (3 marks) 

6. Give two uses of quick lime. (2 marks) 

7. What is electrolytic decomposition? (2 marks) 

8. Identify the following type of reactions:- 

               ▪  Na2SO4 + BaCl2 = BaSO4 + 2NaCl 

               ▪  CaCO3 = CaO + CO2 

               ▪  Fe + CuSO4 = FeSO4 + Cu (3 marks) 

 

ASSIGNMENT – 2 

1. What is an oxidation reaction? Is it exothermic or endothermic? Give one 

example of oxidation Reaction. 

2. Give an example of photochemical reaction. 

3. Give an example of a decomposition reaction. Describe any activity to illustrate 

such a reaction by heating. 

4. Why is respiration considered as exothermic process? 

5. Balance the following chemical equation. 

           Fe(s) +H2O(g) = Fe3O4 + H2(g) 

           MnO2 + HCl = MnCl2 + Cl2 + H2O 

           HNO3 + Ca(OH)2 = Ca(NO3)2 + H2O 

 

6. On what basis is a chemical equation balanced? 



7. State any two observations in an activity suggesting the occurrence of a chemical 

reaction. 

8. Name a reducing agent which may be used to obtain manganese from 

manganese dioxide. 

9. What change in colour is observed when silver chloride is left exposed to 

sunlight? Also mention the type of chemical reaction. 

10. Define a combination reaction. Give one example of an exothermic combination 

reaction. 

11. What is observed when a solution of potassium iodide is added to lead nitrate 

solution? What type of reaction is this? Write a balanced chemical equation for 

this reaction. 

12. Distinguish between an exothermic and an endothermic reaction. 

13. Distinguish between a displacement and a double displacement reaction. 

14. Identify the type of reaction in the following: 

              Fe + CuSO4(aq) = FeSO4(aq) + Cu(s) 

              2H2 + O2 = 2H2O 

 



SUBJECT - BIOLOGY 

ASSIGNMENT – 1  

Q1.  Name – 

a)  Mode of nutrition in plasmodium. 

b)  Organ in human alimentary canal which stores bile. 

c)  Major veins which pour deoxygenated blood into right atrium of heart. 

d)  Molecule in the cell which stores the energy produced during aerobic 

respiration. 

e)  A circulatory fluid other than blood. 

f)  Procedure in an artificial kidney. 

Q2.  If you chew a piece of bread for a long time it tastes sweet. Why? 

Q3.  In an aquarium why do the fish open and close their mouths at regular intervals. 

Q4.  When a sportsman runs, he gets muscle cramps. Why? 

Q5.  Draw neat labeled diagrams of: - 

a)  Structure of human nephron 

b)  Sectional view of human heart. 

 

ASSIGNMENT – 2  

Q1.  Give reasons why – 

a)  Herbivores have longer small intestine as compared to carnivores. 

b)  Mucus is secreted along with Hcl in the stomach. 

c)  Rings of cartilage are present in trachea. 

d)  Lungs always contain a residual volume of air. 

e)  Aquatic animals have a higher breathing rate. 

f)  Muscular walls of ventricles are theater than the walls of atria. 

Q2.  Differentiate between:- 

a)  Aerobic respiration and Anaerobic respiration. 

b)  Autotrophic and Heterotrophic nutrition. 

c)  Arteries and veins 

d)  RBC and WBC 

Q3. Bile Juice‟ does not contain any enzyme but is essential for digestion. Justify the 

statement. 



Q4.  In a tabular form name the various digestive glands associated with the human 

digestive system. Also name the secretion of these glands along with their 

function. 

S. No. Name of Gland Name of secretion Function of 

secretion 

    

    

 

Q5.  Transpiration is a necessary evil‟ Justify the statement highlighting the harmful 

and useful aspects of this process. 

Q6.  How are alveoli designed in humans to maximize the exchange of gases? 

Q7.  Explain the process of nutrition in Amocba supplement it with a well labeled 

diagrams. 

Q8.  a)  Draw a well labelled diagram to show open stomatal pore. State two 

functions of stomata. 

b)  How do stomata open & close. 

Q9.  What is double circulation? Explain it with reference to Human heart. 

Q10.  What are the differences between the transport of materials in xylem and 

phloem? 

Q11.  What are the methods used by plants to get rid of wastes. 

Q12.  a)  Draw neat labelled diagram of human excretory system. 

b)  Name the main nitrogenous wastes in human blood. 



SUBJECT -  HISTORY 

Assignment – 1  

 

Ch – 1 Nationalism in Europe 

1. What do you understand by the term„allegory'?  (1) 

2. „The 1830‟s were years of great economic hardship in Europe‟. Explain how? (3) 

3. “Culture had played an important role in the development of Nationalism in 

Europe during 18th and 19th centuries”. Support the statement with examples.(3) 

4. How Europe was closely allied to the ideology of liberalism?  (3) 

5. What conditions of Balkan areas led to World War 1?  (5) 

6. Briefly explain the process of unification of Italy.  (5) 

 

    

Assignment – 2  

Ch – 1 Power sharing 

Ch – 2 Federalism 

1. When was Sinhala recognized as the official language of Sri Lanka? (1) 

2. What is the major difference between unitary and federal systems? (1) 

3. Explain the main differences between the Belgium and Sri Lanka.  (3) 

4. Highlight 3 major distinctions between the federations of “coming together and 

holding together” federations with their examples.  (3) 

5. Explain any 5 major features of federalism.  (5) 

6. Explain the 4 main forms of power sharing with their examples. (5) 

 



SUBJECT - GEOGRAPHY 

ASSIGNMENT –1 

CH.2 : FOREST AND WILDLIFE 

 

1.   What do you mean by biodiversity?       (1) 

2.   What are the reasons for loss of forest areas in different regions of India?  (3) 

3.   What is the difference between endangered and vulnerable species?  (3)  

4.   Explain the key features of wildlife protection act 1972.     (5) 

5.   How the local people of the particular areas have contributed in conserving the 

forests in India? Explain with examples .      (5) 

6.   Give a brief explanation of the types of Forests and wildlife resources in India. (5) 

 

ASSIGNMENT – 2 

1.  Why the multipurpose project have faced restrictions in some areas in India ? (5) 

2.   Explain how the water is distributed all over the world ?    (3) 

3.  What are the reasons of water scarcity in India ?     (3) 

4.   Nehru ji has proclaimed dams as “the temples of modern India”. Explain the 

reason ?           (5) 

5.  What are the traditional methods of water harvesting in India ?  (5) 

6.  Define rain water harvesting. Write the modern methods of water harvesting in 

the country.          (5) 

7.  Locate on the map of India the following : (3) 

a). salal project  

b). sardar sarovar dam 

c). nagarjuna sagar project   

  

 

 



 

SESSION : 2019-2020 
PROJECT WORK : SUMMER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 
CLASS : X 
SUBJECT : Indian music vocal 
ACTIVITY  : Individual activity  

 

 

Topic Indian music 
Content Coverage  Style of singing 

1.khayal 
2.Dhrupad  
3.Thumri ... 

Learning Objectives Children will understand the style of Indian classical 
singing. 

 

Procedure  
 Use A4 size pastel sheet. 
 Paste the picture any two singers from the above 

singing style.  
 Illustrate a brief about the above style of Indian 

classical / semi classical style and their 
contribution in the Indian classical singing. 
 

Criteria / Rubrics for assessment 

 

 

Presentation/creativity – 3 marks , Content – 4 

marks , punctuality / relevance – 3 marks 

Values imparted through the 

Activities 

Students will know the history, style, and forms of indian 
classical music 

Follow up Constructive follow up will be done after the 
assessment.. if needed individually in the class or in 
general. 

  

 



 

SESSION : 2019-2020 

PROJECT WORK : SUMMER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS : X 

SUBJECT : Western music vocal  

ACTIVITY  : Individual activity  

 

 

Topic Western music 

Content Coverage  Ludwing van Beethoven and his music (fur Elise) 

Learning Objectives Students will know the differences of musical genra and 

importance of music. And can improves their interests 

towards musical knowledge..  

 

Procedure 1. Take A4 size pastel sheets. 

2. Write the biography of Beethoven. 

3. Write about his composed music for Elise. When 

and how did he composed? 

4. Students can attach the picture of the 

instruments, singers or Band members. 

 

Criteria / Rubrics for assessment 

 

 

Presentation – 3 marks ,  

Content – 4 marks ,  

Relevance  – 3 marks 

Values imparted through the 

Activities 

Students will be able to understand the value of music 

and can improve their intrest and singing skills. 

Follow up  

Constructive follow up will be done after the 

assessment.. if needed individually in the class or in 

general. 
  

 



 

SESSION : 2019-2020 

PROJECT WORK : SUMMER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS : X 

SUBJECT : classical dance  

ACTIVITY  : Individual activity  

DATE OF SUBMISSION : FIRST WEEK OF JULY 

 

 

Topic Fusion of traditional & modern dance 

Content Coverage  Find a dance & write something about it  

 

Nature of task Project work  

 

Learning Objectives Students will be able to know the fusion choreography  

 

 

Procedure Study about traditional dance and modern dance. Write 

a brief about the fusion of the traditional & modern 

dance. Paste some pictures. 

  

Criteria / Rubrics for assessment 

 

 

Presentation – 5marks ,    

Content – 5 marks   

 

Values imparted through the 

Activities 

Students will understand different dance style to create 

a new aesthetic.  

Follow up Constructive follow up will be done after the 

assessment.. if needed individually in the class or in 

general. 

  

 



 

SESSION : 2019-2020 
PROJECT WORK : SUMMER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 
CLASS : X 
SUBJECT : instrumental 
ACTIVITY  : Individual activity  

 

 

Topic Instrumental music 

Content Coverage  Leather instrument 

e.g kongo, tabla, drum, dhol, mriddangum etc 

Learning Objectives Children will able to understand the differences of 

different instruments 

Procedure 1) Use A 4 size pastel sheet. 

2). Paste the picture of any two leather instruments you 

have chosen.  

3) Write a brief about the leather instruments (orgin, 

material used, musician who used it)  

Criteria / Rubrics for assessment 

 

 

Creativity – 3 marks,  

Content – 4 marks,  

Relevance – 3 marks 

Values imparted through the 

Activities 

Students will be able to understand the value of music 

cause music works as a refresment of mind. 

Follow up Constructive follow up will be done after the 

assessment. if needed individually in the class or in 

general. 

  

 



 
 
 
SESSION : 2019-2020 

PROJECT WORK : SUMMER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS : X 

SUBJECT : PAINTING  

ACTIVITY  : Wall Art Designing 

DATE OF SUBMISSION : 5th July2019 

 

 

Topic “Cultural Chauraha” 

Themes   Traditional art of India 

 Vivid objects collage 

 Typography 

 Songs of the world 

 

Nature of task Pulling out the traditional yet modern approach of our 

students in the form of painting 

Learning Objectives Getting to learn about the different art cultures and their 

aesthetic attributes. 

Procedure Paint any one theme from the following on an A2 size 

MDF board of thickness (not less than 2 mm). 

Criteria / Rubrics for assessment 

 

 

Creativity and Presentation (5) 

Relevance to the theme        (3) 

Materials/Media used            (2) 

Values imparted through the 

Activities 

Students to gage the best knowledge about the roots 

they come from in context of their culture. 

Follow up Making students regularly trained in Art. 

 

  

 

 



                     

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SESSION : 2019-2020 

PROJECT WORK : SUMMER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS : X 

SUBJECT : SCULPTURE 

ACTIVITY  : WIRE SCULPTURE 

DATE OF SUBMISSION : 5th July2019 

 

 

Topic “Getting innovative with Wire” 

Themes   Music & Dance 

 Art & Culture 

 Animals and Birds 

 Daily Life Objects(machines, utensils, 

decorative arts etc.) 

Nature of task Children will get to come up with their creative minds 

and execute their craft. 

Learning Objectives Getting to learn about the different art cultures and their 

aesthetic attributes. 

Procedure Create a wire sculpture of minimum 10 inches in a 2D 

wall design or a 3D structure. The base mainly to 

have wire along with suitable materials like spoons, 

sticks , cardboard , foil , plastics etc. 

 

Criteria / Rubrics for assessment 

 

 

Creativity and Presentation (5) 

Relevance to the theme        (3) 

Materials/Media used            (2) 

Values imparted through the 

Activities 

Use of Medium, exploring the medium and 

utilizing it to the fullest. 

Follow up Making students regularly trained in Art. 

 

  



                      

 



 

SESSION : 2019-20 

CLASS : X 

SUBJECT : Band 

ACTIVITY  : Individual 

 

 

 

Topic Importance of band In national and political events. 

Learning Objectives Children will explore how in different occasions and 

political structure influence music of that particular area. 

Duration   summer vacation holiday homework 

Execution of task / Procedure  Use A4 size sheet  

 Write briefly types of instruments played in a 

political event (like parade, independence day 

etc) 

 Briefly write the difference between the 

instruments played by the three armed forces at 

different political leaders. 

 

Criteria / Rubrics for 

assessment 

 

 

Content (originality)                4 marks  

Presentation                        3 marks     

Creativity                             3 marks     

 

Values  

 

 

 

Children will understand the importance of political 

structure in a country. 

Follow up Teacher will help the child for further information. 
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